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1,. Introduction
The marketfor flashmemories is growingdrastically. The

demands for higher performance are growing to meet the wider
application needs. Moreover, as the design rule is shrunk
further and further, the scalability and reliability of the flash
cells, which are operated at high voltages, becomes very
significant. Against such a background, we have proposed
and_developed the P-channel DINORQDIvided bit line NOR)
flash memory[l-3] utilizing a novel method of bandto-banil
tunneling@TBT) indrced hot electron programming in a p-
c.hanneJ meqqry cell, which has realized high programming
throughput, high scalability and high reliability.- In thi;
paper, this new technology is reviewed and several related
device-concepts for the achievement of higher performance are
described.

2, DINOR Architecture for Low-Vcc-operation
To realizp low-Vcc-operation fasrrandom-access flash

memory, we have proposed and developed the DINOR flash
pemory_yh9re F\ tunneling progftrn and erase are employed
in an N-channel cell[4-61.- -In rhis technology, itre
programmed Vth state is prepared in the low Vth sh6, unlike
the NOR, dnd birby-pi1 v-erify programming achieves very
narrow distribution of the low state Vth. This solves the
over-emse problem in the NOR and realizes low voltage read
operatio_n with fast access speed In the latest generaiion of
th€ DINOR."trploying 0.25pm rule, a very higliaccessspeed
of 72nsec with Vcc=l.8V was obtained[7].'

3. Pursuit of Ei_gh Prugramming Throughput by
P-channel DINOR

_Another major demand besides low-Vrc-operation for
performance of _ flash memories is high plrogramming
throughput. The improvement of t[e irolrammin[
effrciency is needed to realize higher programmingthroughpu-t
because of the limitation of cuneirt supply capabilily'of
internal 

-charge pump_s: The programming dffici6ncy oi the
channel hot electroq(CHE) utilizedin the NOR is a very low in
the order of 10 5. Even in the edge-FN operation used in the
DINOR, the existenceof theBTBT leakage currentresults in a
programming efficiency of l0'3. Although channel-FN
programming utilized in NAND realizes the efficiency of about
unity, fast-random-access function would have to be abandoned.
The achievement of a programming efficiency of more than l0'3
which keeps the fast-random-access functioir required a novel
programming mechanism.

_ E_1291, rye__propgsed a novel programming merhod by
BET ind.rced Hot Electron@BHEI injection in a p-channdl
stacked gatecell[1]. When anegativedrain voltage(-S to -6V)
ryd u posilve control gate volrage(l0v) are applied to a p-
channel cell, electron-hole pairs are generated bt BTBT in the
Irql region. The electrons are accelerated by a lateral electric
field towar& the channel region and some of-them attain high
energl. The injection of such hot electrons into the floatiig
gate through the tunnel oxide is used for a new electron

injection method(Ftg,1). The programming efficiency of this
method is a very high lO-'z. The high electric fieldd in the
lateral and vertical directions in the drain deep depletion region
are thought to contribute to such high efficiency-.

Besides this advantage of the high programming efficiency,
two other major advantages are attained by this method. One
is high scalability of the flash cell. In the conventional NOR
flash cell, double diffi.rsed source must reside to obtain high
breakdown voltage and to reduce BTBT leakagecurrent. Th-is
impe&s the gate length scalability of the NOR cell. On the
other han4 a simple and symmetrical single sourcd&ain
structure can be adopted in the case of the new BBFIEmethod.
Thq rqulubility of the ceJl is improved to the same degree as
tygiqal,P-channel MOSFETs. The other advantage is oxide
reliability, that is, the elimination of hot hole injection to the
tunnel oxide. As is reported[8-10], injection of hot holeslseriously degrades the oxide. In the conventional NOR, the
hot hole i nj ec tion induced by BTBT leakage current during erase
operation is inevitable. On the otherhand, the BBF{Emethod
is free from the hot hole injection.
. Utilizing the BBHE injection method embracing these

significant advantages uN a programming method of flash
T_gry_ory, we have proposed the high performance p-channel
DINOR[2,3]. As the erase operation,-channel-FN ejection is
employed The result of 0.35pm rule fabrication of the p-
channel DINOR was the achievement of a very short
prograrnming_time of 4psec(Fig.2) with a very low-leakage
current of 50nA._. _By 512Byte parallel frogramming,
8nsec/Byte of ultra high programming throughput wasreahzJd
with a low total current consumption- of 25dpA which can be
easily supplied by * intemal qharge pump. All the applied
ygllages used in the progftlmming/erase operations are within
10V in the case of l0nm tunnel oxide. As for the endrrance
characteristics, window nrurowing was small even after 106
cycles(Fig.3). Although there is general concern about low
read current &ivability in the case of P-channel cell, 20pA of
read current was obtained and this is thought to be enough for
the fast-random-access operation.

4. Device-concepts for Lower-Vcc-operation of
P-channel DINOR

For further red,rction of Vcc in the P-channel DINOR
without losing its high performance, wehave proposedseveral
new concepts in the device operations and structures. To
lower Vcc to 1.8-2.5V, Wl(word-line)-boosting ortightening
of thelow stateVth distribution is required. Sincethe formei
method degrades access speed and increases powerconsumption,
we have decided to try the latter. Increasing the num6er of
programming veriff operations results in nturower Vth
distribution; however, this would degrade the effective
progftmming speed of the P-channel DINOR because its
programming time is only 4psec. To overcome this
$fficulty, the novel self-limiting programming scheme has
been proposedll1]. _Using this scheme, progrirmming stops
automatically at the desiredVth state without any conventional
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verify operations. In this scheme, we only have to changethe
impurity type of the select transistors from the conventional
Ptype to N-type. By this new technologY, we can obtain a
tighter distribution of programmed Vth and achieve lower-
Vcc-operation without degrading the programming throughput
or losing any other advantages.

Next, in the case of further low Vcc operation at sub-l.8V
without Wl-boosting, the over-erase(or over-program)
problem will become an obstacle if a t-transistor type cell is
employed. On the otherhand, a2-transistor-typ'ememory cell
approach like EEPROMs, which is capable of a non-Wl-
boosting read operation, lea& to a non-negligible cell-size
increase. Thus we have proposedthe novel bipolartransistor
selectedP-channel flash cell[12], that is, a 1.5-transistor-type
memory cell whose source region has an NPN bipolar
transistor. It realizes a very low 1.5V non-Wl-boosting rcad

operation with a small increase of less than 15Vo in cell size.
In this newdevice, all the advantages of the P-channelDINOR
are also fully incorporated and furtherTnore, sector-erase
operation is additionally achieved.

5. Novel Concept for Gate-width Scaling
. As discussed above, the impediment of gate length
scalability has been solved by the utilization of the
symmetrical single &ain P-channel cell in the P-channel
DINOR. What about the gate widh scalability of the flash
cell? In the read operation of flash memories, the current
sense scheme is used for the Vth detection of the cell.
Therefore, read current &ivability of the cell is essential. In
the future scaling of the gate width, this readcurrentdrivability
problem will surface.

As a solution to gate width scalability, we newly propose the
bipolar embedded P-channel DINOR(Fig.4). In this new
device, bipolar transistors are embedded in the select transistor
regions of the P-channel DINOR. These bipolar transistots
amplify the cell current and supply larger read current to the
main-bit-lines(MBls) and the sense amplifiers, even when the
cell currentis small. Here, readcurrentis neededto chargethe
bit-lines andthen the nodes of sense amplifiers. Although the
MBL of the DINOR has large capacitance , the capacitance of
the sub-bit-line(SBl) is small. Thus, thecharging currentof
the SBL can be small as long as the charging current of the
MBL is large enough(Fig.5). Therefore, this bipolar
embedded P-channel DINOR makes it possible to scale the gate
width of the cell and the cell current.

6. Summary
The new device technology of the P-channel DINOR flash

memory utilizing the new programming method of the BTBT
ind.rced hot electron injection in a P-channel cell has
accomplished the significant improvements of high
programming throughput, high scalability andhigh reliability.
This P-channel DINOR is very attractive not only for stand
alone high density flashmemories but also forflash-embedded
logic devices, dre to its simplicity and its advantage in
reliability.
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Fig.l Schematic illustration of band-to-band tunneling induced

hot electron programming in a P-channel cell.
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Fig.2 Program and erase characteristics of P-channel DINOR.
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Fig.5 Schematic illustration of bipolar embedded P-channel DINOR.
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Fig.3 Endurance characteristics of P-channel DINOR.

Fig.4 Curcuit diagram of bipolar embedded P-channel DINOR.
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